Dolcefino Research
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mr. George Gitschel <gkgitschel@organicenergycorp.com>
Wednesday, July 5, 2017 12:36 PM
Wayne Dolcefino
Dolcefino Research
Fwd: CONFIDENTIAL: IMPORTANT: Full Story...

Wayne,
This is from Maya to me to Turner’s private email address.
Cheers,
George
George Gitschel
Chairman and CEO

2800 Post Oak Blvd.,
58th Floor, Suite 5858
Houston, TX 77056
gkgitschel@ecohub-usa.com
O (832) 390-2755
F (832) 218-6222
M (650) 346-6574
www.ecohub.net

Begin forwarded message:
From: Maya Ford <maya@mayaford.me>
Subject: CONFIDENTIAL: IMPORTANT: Full Story...
Date: July 27, 2016 at 1:56:15 PM CDT
To: George Gitschel <gkgitschel@organicenergycorp.com>

I wasn't going to disclose this to you because I can't commit to a timeframe. However, your article
today is dead on. I saw it a few days ago and was enraged because Harry told the Mayor that this
was why one-bin wouldn't work in Houston either.
I immediately ranted about how he's not getting the full story and pleaded with him to GO
BROADER.
See below, and PLEASE, George, keep this between us. You can understand that he is my family and
I didn't even send it to his city email...
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Justice will be done. I am so sure of it. I am SO WITH YOU every day, George. We're moving and I
know for a fact that it's on the Mayor's radar because there's email convos amongst multiple people
on the administration.
Right-click or tap and hold here to download pictures. To help p rotect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Display ing

Maya Ford, Strategic Marketing & Communications
Buzz Me! 713.966.6937, ext. 901
Maya@MayaFord.me
www.MayaFord.me

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Sylvester Turner <sturner@barnesturner.com>
Date: Mon, Jul 25, 2016 at 10:38 PM
Subject: Re: IMPORTANT: Full Story...
To: Maya Ford <maya@mayaford.me>
I will bring everyone in.
Sent from my iPhone
On Jul 25, 2016, at 11:10 AM, Maya Ford <maya@mayaford.me> wrote:

Hi there, Pops.
I learned that Harry Hayes sent you an article about a mixed waste facility in Alabama
today.
This scenario is not apples to apples. Harry knows it, and he's been confusing the
matter the entire time. To boot, he's made NUMEROUS deals that have not benefitted
the city while we were in one-bin discovery, he's not provided constituents with any
other alternatives, AND he's exhibited the "just believe what I tell you" directive that
he's saying is inappropriate. If someone does open records on this it's going to STINK
to high heaven in poor leadership, at minimum; inappropriate business dealings are also
being suggested.
PLEASE get Harry, Sue, Andy, Chris, and the group that decided upon the winner of the
One Bin bid (Dr. Jim Blackburn from the transition team was one of them) into a room
to discuss it together. If you're so compelled, it would be ideal to have the winners,
ECOHUB, in the room, too. Everyone else I speak to who understands the entire picture
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and it's nuances understand why Alabama, California, and "dirty MRFs" are different
from this scenario.
This is NOT the entire story, and it's not equitable. It's like asking how you make a cake
without explaining that cake has extra liquid and cookies don't. He's making all cookies
seem like fraudulent cakes. There's more science to it, Harry knows this, and his
inability to relay that speaks to ineptitude or favoritism towards existing businesses that
benefit from our lack of innovation.
Go broader, please.
XOXO.
M.
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